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‘How I long to see a Stoic!’1 
 
1. The Art of Living 
 
(1) The art of living (technē peri ton bion, Disc. 1.15.2; ars vivendi, Letter 95.9) is the 
activity of developing an attitude (a disposition of the soul2), which enables our life 
to be a success for us. 

(2) The succeeding human life can thus be described in terms of bestness, 
excellence, perfection—i.e. virtue, aretē; a life that goes well for us, so that we fail in 
none of our desires and do not fall into what we wish to avoid (see, e.g., Disc. 2.19.26 
or 3.23.9). (For an Epicurean this is a life free from pain.) The thought is that virtue 
is necessary and sufficient for a life well lived. Virtue is all we need. 

(3) Stoicism is thus a Lebensphilosophie, i.e. a philosophy of life, or a philosophy for 
life, which was revived through 18th-century German Idealism and Romanticism. 
(4) One key thought is that the ethical life is lived, not talked about. At least, there 
ought to be a balance. This theme is old. (a) Arius Didymus writes that those who 
eagerly listen to philosophers and take copious notes are less ready for doing 
philosophy than those who try to act on, or live by, the philosophical principles and 
maxims.3 (b) Democritus: ‘For virtuous actions and practices one should strive, not 
the words.’4 (c) Sporting unreflected or unappropriated ideas is like dressing in a 
costume that is not yours (Disc. 2.19.28). In a succeeding life, actions and words are 
consistent (Handbook 49). 
 
2. Ways to Improve One’s Life 
 
(1) “There are three areas of study in which someone who wants to be virtuous and 
good must be trained (askēthēnai): that which relates to desires (orexeis) and 
aversions (ekkliseis), so that he may neither fail to get what he desires, nor fall into 
what he wants to avoid [= practical equivalent of physical theory]5, that which 
relates to our motives (hormai) to act or not to act, and, in general, to appropriate 
action (kathēkon), so that he may act in an orderly manner and with good reason 
rather than carelessly [= practical equivalent to ethical theory], and thirdly, that 
which relates to the avoidance of error and hasty judgement, and, in general, 
whatever relates to assent (sunkatatheseis) [= practical equivalent of logical theory]” 
(Disc. 3.2.1–2). 

(2) We can become experts in shaping our life (life-craft) by (a) studying 
arguments, definitions, etc. develop knowledge and a theoretical understanding (= 
epistēmē) of virtue, the principles (= logoi) of human excellence, and also our insights 
into the natural world (see Seneca, Natural Questions, e.g., the preface to Book III). 

 
1  Epictetus, Disc. 2.19.24. 
2  See Diogenes Laertius, Lives VII 89. 
3  SVF 3.682. See also Sellars, J. (2007). Stoic Practical Philosophy in the Imperial Period. Bulletin of 

the Institute of Classical Studies, 50, 115–40. 
4  Ἔργα καὶ πρήξιας ἀρετῆς, οὐ λόγους ζηλοῦν χρεών (Erga kai prēxias aretēs, ou logous zēloun 

chreōn). In Stobaeus, Anthology 2.15.36, ed. K. Wachsmuth (1884), Vol. II, p. 191. Berlin: Weidmann. 
5  Compare the Aetius passage on ‘Willing the Good: Agathon and Prohairesis’ (§3.1) 
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(b) The other strand is training or practice (askēsis): learning to apply this 
knowledge. The former is easier than the latter (Disc. 1.26.3): digesting (Disc. 
1.26.16, 3.21) takes longer and careful attending (therapeia) to ourselves while 
creating a life, taking care of, and look after (ἐπιµέλεια, see Disc. 2.12.22) ourselves 
as we go about living—a sort of self-benevolence or good will towards ourselves. 
 
3. Rules and Principles: Seneca’s Letters 94 and 95 
 
Rules (praecepta) are specific or 
particular instructions, rules, maxims, 
which offer practical advice. They can 
refresh memory (94.21), grab attention 
(94.25), remind us of obligations (94.33), 
be internalised forces (94.40), provide 
models (94.51). But since it is possible to 
act rightly without knowledge (95.4), 
effective precepts need a foundation 
(e.g., remove obstacles such as greed, 
lust, 95.37–8); wihout reasons, right 
actions lack consistency and regularity 
(95.39), for doing the right thing may 
not be doing it in the right way (95.40). 
Just as leaves wither without a branch, 
so precepts need to be fixed in a 
philosophical system/theory of value.

Principles (decreta, dogmata) are general 
or universal doctrines, which provide 
that foundation: they are convictions 
that apply to one’s life as a whole 
(95.44); providing a point of reference 
(95.45). Understand virtue and its 
nature (95.55) or life as a whole, and 
nature (e.g., that we are ‘divine limbs’ or 
are essentially sociable [95.52]) provides 
us with a stable outlook. My actions 
cannot be right unless my intention is 
right, and that cannot be right unless I 
have the right attitude (habitus animi), 
and that cannot be right unless I grasp 
the the laws of life as a whole and have 
settled/true judgements about ethical 
matters (95.57).  

 
Upshot. We need both prescriptive paths: a life without particular encouragement, 
consolation, and exhortation (95.65) lacks immediate guidance, and one without 
ethical principles lacks orientation and structure (95.58). 
 
4. The Threefold Style of Epictetus (Disc. 3.21.19, 3.23.33)6 
 
Dialectic: Old Stoa. We engage in systematic (or doctrinal) question and answering, 
and so learn the right use of argument, definitions, and logical structure. 

Elenchus: Socrates. We expose our (unreflected) beliefs to a collaborative scrutiny 
and so risk being refutated. The elenctic and protreptic style work together in 
exposing contradictions in one’s thinking (Disc. 2.26). 

Protreptics: Socrates, Diogenes. Engaged in an exhortative or admonitory discussion 
that often includes irony, hyperbole, and self-deprecation, we are invited to rethink 
or transform our ethical outlook. The verb protrepō (προτρέπω) means to rebuke, 
but also influence, engage, encourage (cf. Disc. 3.23). It is perhaps like advertising 
for a life well lived—a ‘turn towards’ (trepō means to turn) philosophy. For this is 
what we need in order properly to become ourselves, or what we can be—namely, 
‘happy-ing’ and succeeding human beings. 
 
6  For details, see Long, A. A. (2002). Epictetus. A Stoic and Socratic Guide to Life. Oxford: Oxford 

University Press. 


